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don't care a damn how dirty a man is, or what his ideas are
either! It's something quite different. By the way, 'Thel'—
what are Uryen's ideas ? Pve heard him talk, and I like listen-
ing to him, but it seems to me it's all perfectly crazy. If Lovie
were a man, instead of a baby girl, she'd have 'ideas' exactly
like	"
" Who would Lovie have ideas like?"
Both the girls gave a start, and Thuella uttered a shrill
little noise lie the cry of a frightened moor-hen. But their
disturber was only D. No-man, reaching them from an angle
rather different from the one where they would naturally have
looked for him.
"Well? Who has got Lovie's ideas?" he repeated brusquely,
sitting down on Wizzie's further side. He was evidently de-
lighted to come upon them like this; and to Wizzie, though
she still continued lying on her stomach, sucking grasses, it
was a pleasant surprise that he was so gratified. "He can't like
Thuella very much," she thought, "or he'd be annoyed by
finding us together."
"Wizzie says," began Thuella, removing as she did so her
big hat and tossing it on the grass, "that though she respects
Uryen very much she thinks nothing of his ideas. She thinks
his ideas are childish. What do you think about that>
Master?" •
He mumbled some incoherent sentence in reply to this,
which Wizzie thought was a quotation from Shakespeare, but
it left the younger girl as much in the dark as before as to
whether "Thel" knew, or did not know, about D. and Uryen.
There was a silence after that between the three of them,
till the man inquired what had happened to the rest of the
party.
"Oh, don't worry about them, D,," Wizzie answered. "They
know where we are."
"It was Claudius," threw in Thuella. "He couldn't wait;
and he dragged Father and Uryen with him."
Another silence ensued which was broken by a noisy group
of young people passing just below their resting-place. Of
these new-comers it was possible only to see the heads and the
hats, objects that belonged, it seemed, to three lads and a
couple of women.
"Did you have a good breakfast in your attic, D. ?" inquired

